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Greetings Community Science enthusiasts!
As winter marches on, we look forward to our spring Community Science
programs starting up again. Among them is our bluebird monitoring program.
Why monitor bluebirds? It is a familiar answer, habitat loss. Over time land is
cleared for housing and commercial developments, highways and agriculture,
and many old trees are cut down. Because bluebirds are cavity nesters, the
result is the loss of prime nesting for our native eastern bluebirds. This, of
course adversely affects their populations.
In addition to loss of habitat the introduction of two non native species, (the
European starling and the house sparrow) has created even more challenges
for our bluebirds. All three species are cavity nesters and compete for nesting
sites. Both starlings and house sparrows are very aggressive. House sparrows
are small enough to enter any hole a bluebird can and will chase away and kill
bluebirds. Starlings however are larger and can be kept out of bluebird boxes
by cutting the proper sized hole.
Our Blue Bird History
In the early 1970's Elmer Bomkamp at the request of Bill Creasey started
putting up bluebird boxes at Rowe Woods. Elmer and later the Thursday group
made the boxes and scrounged around to find poles. By the early 1990's the
number of homemade bluebird boxes grew to over 80 at Rowe Woods. By the
year 2000 there were an additional 60 boxes at Long Branch Farm and Trails.
It was during this time that Elmer asked his daughter Anita Romine and his
son in law Jim Romine to take over the boxes at LBFT. They remain some of
our most dedicated bluebird monitors to this day!
Toward the end of the 1990's the number of boxes at Rowe Woods decreased
due to habitat loss as the number increased at Long Branch.
While the number of bluebird boxes fluctuates at both locations, currently we
have approximately 30 at Rowe Woods and 80 at LBFT.
Questions that were asked of the volunteer coordinators for bluebird
monitoring when summing up this last season were: Was there one day or
moment that stands out in your mind as being spectacular this year?
Something that just blew your mind?
Tim Nabors answered in a way that probably speaks for all our volunteers.

"I think I can speak for all that participate in this project that every box we
peek into has the potential to be spectacular. Finding a nest with eggs in one
of our boxes where there was no nest the week before is spectacular. Seeing
the hatchlings from those eggs is spectacular, watching how they grow from
week to week is spectacular. Eventually finding an empty nest knowing that
they had fledged and out on their own is spectacular!"

The Romine's have noticed some trends over the last 5 years or so.
The number of house wrens using the boxes has increased noticeably
over the past 4 years.
Birds seem to be starting to nest a few weeks earlier then when the
Romine's started monitoring in 2000.
Weather conditions, particularly the rain in 2019 impacted tree swallow
populations, they lost many young birds.
The current effort to increase the amount of open grassland at both
properties has benefited our bluebirds.
The continuous efforts by our land stewards and conservation team to
reduce invasive species and restore native habitat has been extremely
helpful!
The data collected is shared with Cornell University and the Ohio Bluebird
Society. This further validates all the hard work our volunteer monitors do!

Another of our early spring monitoring programs is vernal pool monitoring.
What is a vernal pool? Vernal is another name for spring. A vernal pool is a
temporary isolated body of water. Per the name they usually form in the
spring but can also form in the autumn. Vernal pools are defined as a

woodland system that is isolated from a continuous source of water. Water
levels fluctuate significantly or dry up completely during part of the year.
Because of these factors they are free of fish and are a haven for amphibians.
They are natural water basins and reflect the health of surrounding systems.
Amphibians breath through their skin and so are intolerant of pollution. One
could compare monitoring a vernal pool to taking the temperature of the
woodland surrounding it. The amount and diversity of amphibian species
reflects the health of the woodland.
Our Vernal Pool Monitoring History
Our first season of monitoring our vernal pools was in 2009. The program ran
from late February to mid May. It consisted of 2-6 volunteers walking to
several sites to be observed. A recorder was chosen to record data gathered at
each site. Observations were made by sight and sound. One method was to
record each individual of a specified species and another was to record the
total number different species found excluding the individuals. The chosen
method used was determined by time constraints and the number of
participants.
Our Current Season
This year our research ecologist Danie Frevola revamped the vernal pool
monitoring program into a more finely focused organized structure using a
mobile app to record data into a shared site.
When asking some of our volunteers what their favorite experiences were, the
most common response was: "I had no idea all of that was going on in those
pools, they are teeming with life." Another response was: "It was surprisingly
easy to see all the creatures living in the pools."

The Cincinnati Nature Center is deeply appreciative of all that our
dedicated volunteers do!! We look forward to the upcoming
Community Science season.
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